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Abstract Standard Model, with its present precision, pre-
dicts the neutron β-decay time τSM = 878.7 ± 0.6 s which
is perfectly compatible with the neutron lifetime measured
in the trap experiments τtrap = 879.4 ± 0.6 s. However, the
lifetime measured in the beam experiments via counting the
protons produced by β-decay n → peν̄e, τbeam = 888 ± 2.0
s, is deviated from τSM by 9 seconds (4.4σ ). This discrepancy
can be explained via the neutronn conversion into mirror neu-
tron n′, its dark partner from parallel mirror sector. Provided
that n and n′ have a tiny mass splitting ∼ 10−7 eV, in mag-
netic fields of few Tesla used in beam experiments, n − n′
transition is resonantly enhanced converting a 1% fraction
of neutrons into mirror neutrons which decay in invisible
mode n′ → p′e′ν̄′

e. Thus less protons are produced and the
measured value τbeam appears larger than the true decay time
τSM = τtrap.
1.Exact determination of the neutron lifetime remains a prob-
lem. It is measured in two types of experiments. The trap
experiments measure the disappearance rate of the ultra-cold
neutrons (UCN) counting the survived UCN after storing
them for different times in material or magnetic traps, and
determine the neutron decay width �n = τ−1

n . The beam
experiments are the appearance experiments, measuring the
width of β-decay n → peν̄e, �β = τ−1

β , by counting the pro-
tons produced in the monitored beam of cold neutrons. As
far as in the Standard Model (SM) the neutron decay always
produces a proton, both methods should measure the same
value �n = �β .

However, the tension is mounting between the results
obtained by two methods [1,2]. Presently available exper-
imental results using the trap [3–11] and the beam [12,13]
methods, summarized in Fig. 1, yield separately

τtrap = (879.4 ± 0.6) s (1)

τbeam = (888.0 ± 2.0) s (2)
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The discrepancy is significant, about 4.1σ : �τ = τbeam −
τtrap = (8.6 ± 2.1) s. Thus, barring the possibility of uncon-
trolled systematics and considering the problem as real, a new
physics must be invoked which would consistently explain
how the theoretical values τn and τβ are related to the exper-
imentally measured ones τtrap and τbeam, and the reason of
the discrepancy between the latter.

Some time ago I proposed a way out [14,15] assuming that
the neutron has a new decay channel n → n′X into its dark
twin n′ and some light bosons X , including also photon, due
to a mass gap mn − mn′ ∼ MeV (see also [16]). In this case
the beam method would measure the neutron β-decay rate �β

as it is predicted in the SM, �β = τ−1
β , while the trap method

would measure the neutron total decay width �β + �new =
�n = τ−1

n , i.e. the neutron true lifetime τtrap = τn . Therefore,
this solution implies the following arrangement between the
theoretical and experimentally measured values:

τtrap = τn < τβ = τbeam , (3)

and τbeam−τtrap discrepancy could be explained by branching
ratio �new/�n � 0.01 of new decay channel.

However, as it was argued recently in Ref. [17], this solu-
tion is inconsistent with the SM determination of the β-decay
rate. In fact, in the SM frames τβ is related to the axial current
coupling constant gA as

τβ(1 + 3g2
A) = (5172.0 ± 1.1) s . (4)

This relation (shown by the bended red band in Fig. 1) is
essentially free from the major uncertainties related to the
radiative corrections [17].

The β-asymmetry measurements in the free neutron decay
by the experiments PERKEO II [18], UCNA [19] and very
recently by PERKEO III [20], being in perfect agreement
with each other, determine the value of gA with impressive
precision:

gA = 1.27625 ± 0.00050 . (5)
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Fig. 1 Horizontal green and blue bands show the neutron lifetimes
obtained respectively from the trap [3–11] and beam [12,13] experi-
ments. Vertical grey band shows the results for gA obtained from β-
asymmetry measurements [18–20], The red band corresponds to corre-
lation (4) between τn and gA

For gA in this range (vertical grey band in Fig. 1), Eq. (4)
gives the SM prediction

τβ = τSM = (878.7 ± 0.6) s (6)

which is perfectly compatible with τtrap (1) but disagrees
with τbeam (2) by (9.3 ± 2.1) s (about 4.4σ ). Hence, the
dark decay solution requiring τbeam = τβ is disfavored. Vice
versa, by plugging τSM

β = τbeam in Eq. (4), we get gA =
1.2681 ± 0.0017, about 4.5σ away from the experimental
value (5). Essentially, the dark decay solution replaces the
problem of τbeam −τtrap discrepancy by a gA-inconsistency
[17].

In the present letter I propose a gA-consistent solution
which implies, instead of (3), the following arrangement
favored by the present experimental situation:

τtrap = τn = τβ = τSM < τbeam . (7)

I assume that there exists a dark parallel/mirror sector as a
duplicate of our particle sector, so that all known particles:
the electron e, proton p, neutron n, photon γ etc., have the
mass-degenerate dark twins: e′, p′, n′, γ ′ etc. (for review see
Refs. [21–23]). Hence, the neutron and mirror neutron decay
into the particles of the respective sectors, n → peν̄e and
n′ → p′e′ν̄′

e. As far as two sectors have identical particle
physics (the SM for our particles and and SM′ for mirror
ones), the rates of these decays should be equal, �β = �′

β =
1/τSM. In the absence of n − n′ mixing, baryon number B is
conserved and for every disappeared neutron a proton should
appear. Thus we would have τtrap = τSM = τbeam.

However, no fundamental principle forbids to our neu-
tral particles, elementary as neutrinos or composite as the
neutron, to have mixings with their mirror partners. The pos-
sibility of the neutron–mirror neutron oscillation was sug-
gested in Refs. [24,25]. This phenomenon is similar, and

perhaps complementary [26], to a baryon number violating
(�B = 2) oscillation between the neutron and antineutron
[27–30]. However, in contrast to the latter, n → n′ transition
which violates ordinary and mirror baryon numbers B and
B′ (�B,�B′ =±1) but conserves their combination B + B′,
is not restricted by severe experimental bounds and can be
rather effective.

In brief, the main idea works as follows. In the pres-
ence of n − n′ mass mixing, the “flavor” states n and n′
(marked by baryon numbers B and B′) are some superposi-
tions n = cos θn1 − sin θn2 and n′ = sin θn1 + cos θn2

of the mass (Hamiltonian) eigenstates n1 and n2 having
slightly different masses. Therefore, the neutrons produced
in some nuclear process oscillate into mirror neutrons with
a probability Pnn′ while the latter decay in invisible (for
us) channel n′ → p′e′ν̄′

e. Therefore, only a survived frac-
tion Pnn = 1 − Pnn′ of initial neutrons decay in the visible
channel n → peν̄e. This is the principal idea for under-
standing of the proton deficit in the beam experiments. The
beam experiments in fact measure the proton production
rate τ−1

beam = (1 − Pnn′)�β and hence Pnn′ � 0.01 would
suffice for fixing the τbeam/τSM discrepancy. However, the
sum of visible and invisible channels gives a total decay rate
�n = 1/τSM, so that the neutron lifetime measured via the
neutron disappearance in the trap experiments is not affected,
τtrap = τSM. In the rest of the paper, I elaborate the technical
details.
2. Consider a theory GSM × G ′

SM with two SM gauge sec-
tors where GSM describes ordinary (O) particles and G ′

SM
descibes mirror (M) particles. The identical forms of respec-
tive Lagrangians can be ensured by discrete Z2 symmetry
SM ↔ SM′ under which all O particles (fermions, Higgs and
gauge bosons) are exchanged with their M partners (‘primed’
fermions, Higgs and gauge bosons). Then all M particles
should have exactly the same masses as their O twins.

There can exist also some feeble interactions between
O and M particles. E.g. effective operators violating lep-
ton number can induce “active-sterile” mixing between our
νe,μ,τ and mirror ν′

e,μ,τ neutrinos [31–34]. As for the mixing
between the neutron and “sterile” mirror neutron, ε nn′+ h.c.,
it can be induced by effective operators 1

M5 (udd)(u′d ′d ′)
involving ordinary u, d and mirror u′, d ′ quarks [24,25].
Then, modulo O(1) coefficients depending on the structure
of these operators, one has

ε ∼ �6
QCD

M5
∼

(
1 TeV

M
)5

× (0.1 ÷ 1) neV . (8)

The above sit-quark operators can be induced e.g. by seesaw-
like mechanism suggested in Refs. [24,25] which involves
extra color triplet scalars with mass MS and heavy Dirac
Fermions N with mass MN , so that the cutoff scale is given as
M ∼ (M4

SMN )1/5, modulo the Yukawa coupling constants.
The scale M of order TeV, which can be realized e.g. by
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taking MS ∼ 3 TeV and MN ∼ 10 GeV, makes interesting
this scenario for testing at the LHC. Respective experimental
limits on extra fields and their couplings are discussed in more
details in Ref. [26].

In the following we assume that n and n′ have a tiny mass
splitting �m = mn′ −mn ∼ 100 neV which can be positive
or negative (Cf. the neutron mass itself is measured with the
precision of few eV.) With mass gap being so small, n − n′
transition is not effective for destabilizing the nuclei [24,25].
But it will affect n − n′ oscillation pattern for free neutrons.
In particular, the limits of Refs. [35–40] from experimental
search of n − n′ oscillation obtained by assuming �m = 0
are no more strictly applicable.

Such a splitting can occur if Z2 is spontaneously broken
e.g. by a scalar field η which is odd under Z2 symmetry,
η → −η, coupled to O and M Higgses as λη(φ†φ − φ′†φ′),
which possibility can be also related to asymmetric post-
inflationary reheating between two sectors [41–43]. The
dimensional coupling constant λ can be tiny, without contra-
dicting to any fundamental principles. Thus, for small enough
λ〈η〉, a tiny difference would be induced between the O and
M Higgs VEVs. Since the Yukawa couplings in two sectors
are equal, then also O and M fermions will have slightly
different masses.

Alternatively, one could consider possibility that Z2 is
exact and mn′ = mn , but effective splitting ∼ 10−7 eV
between the energy levels of n and n′ occurs due to environ-
mental reasons. It can be induced e.g. by some long range 5th
forces with the radii comparable to the radius of the Earth
or solar system. Then this splitting will be effective at the
Earth while somewhere in cosmic voids it could be vanish-
ingly small. Such 5th forces can be related light baryophotons
of each sector [44,45] and so the Earth/sun would induce
the force repulsive for the neutron which effect is equiv-
alent to �m < 0. Instead, effective �m > 0 can occur
due to different graviton/dilaton couplings between O and M
components in the context of bigravity theories [46–48]. But
hereafter we consider only the simplest case of a tiny mass
splitting.
3. Evolution of n−n′ system is described Schrödinger equa-
tion id�/dt = H�, where H = Hosc+Hdec is 4×4 Hamil-
tonian and � = (ψ+

n , ψ−
n , ψ+

n′ , ψ
−
n′ )T stands for wavefunc-

tion of n and n′ components in two (±) spin polarization
states. The Hamiltonian Hosc depends on the matter back-
ground and magnetic fields. In the following we neglect the
presence, if any, of M matter and magnetic field at the Earth.
Since the neutron experiments are performed in perfect vac-
uum conditions, we neglect also the neutron coherent scat-
tering and absorption by ordinary medium. In uniform mag-
netic field B the spin quantization axis can be taken as the
direction of B and the oscillation Hamiltonian acquires a
form

Hosc =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝
mn − |μn B| 0 ε 0

0 mn + |μn B| 0 ε

ε 0 mn′ 0
0 ε 0 mn′

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ , (9)

where μn = −6.031 × 10−8 eV/T is the neutron mag-
netic moment. Another (imaginary) part of the Hamiltonian
describes the decay of of n and n′ states:

Hdec = − i

2

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

�n 0 0 0
0 �n 0 0
0 0 �n′ 0
0 0 0 �n′

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ . (10)

In the SM framework the decay rates �n and �n′ should be the
rates of β-decays n → peν̄e and n′ → p′e′ν̄′

e. As far as the
mass differences between ordinary and mirror particles are
tiny, we can safely take �n′ = �n = �β . Thus, Hdec remains
invariant with the diagonalization of Hosc which means that
the Hamiltonian Hosc eigenstates have “standard” lifetimes
equal to τβ = τSM (6).

Let us consider first the case of vanishingly small magnetic
field, B = 0. As far as we are interested in average oscillation
probabilities, it is convenient to consider the evolution in the
basis of mass eigenstates where Hosc is diagonal:

ψ±
1 = c0ψ

±
n + s0ψ

±
n′ , ψ±

2 = −s0ψ
±
n + c0ψ

±
n′ , (11)

with c0 = cos θ0 and s0 = sin θ0, where θ0 is nn′ mixing
angle in vacuum (it is the same for ± polarization states),
tan 2θ0 = 2ε/�m. In this way, one takes into account also
possible decoherence effects in n − n′ oscillation since the
mass eigenstates do not oscillate but just propagate indepen-
dently. The physical sense is transparent: producing a neutron
n with given (±) polarization is equivalent to producing mass
eigenstates ψ±

1 and ψ±
2 , respectively with the probabilities

c2
0 and s2

0 . Since ψ±
1 states interact as n or n′ respectively with

the probabilities c2
0 and s2

0 , and ψ±
2 states interact as n or n′

with the probabilities s2
0 and c2

0, then the average probability
of detecting n after a time t is Pnn = c4

0+s4
0 = 1− 1

2 sin2 2θ0,
and that of finding n′ is1

Pnn′ = 1 − Pnn = 1

2
sin2 2θ0 = 2

ε2

δm2 . (12)

Here δm = �m
√

1 + (2ε/�m)2 = �m/ cos 2θ0 is the mass
gap between the eigenstates (11). As far as ε 	 �m, we
have δm ≈ �m, cos θ0 ≈ 1 and sin θ0 ≈ θ0 ≈ ε/�m.
In addition, since in real experiments the neutron free flight
time t between interactions is small, we have neglected the

1 This can be obtained by also by averaging the formula for oscillation
probability in time Pnn′ = sin2 2θ0 sin2(δm t). For a mass splitting
δm ∼ 100 neV, the oscillation time, τnn′ = δm−1 ∼ 10−8 s, is orders of
magnitude smaller than the neutron free-flight times in the experiments.
Thus, oscillations can be averaged.
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neutron decay and corresponding overall factor exp(−�nt)
in these probabilities.

In the case of non-vanishing magnetic field the Hamilto-
nian eigenstates become:

ψ±
1B = c±

Bψ±
n + s±

B ψ±
n′ , ψ±

2B = −s±
B ψ±

n + c±
Bψ±

n′ (13)

with c±
B = cos θ±

B and s±
B = sin θ±

B . But now nn′ mixing
angles θ±

B depend on polarization:

tan 2θ±
B = 2ε

�m ± �B
. (14)

where �B = |μn B| = (B/1 T) × 60.31 neV. Hence, in
large magnetic fields, when �B becomes comparable with
�m, one of the oscillation probabilities P±

nn′ = 1
2 sin2 2θ±

B
(+ or − depending on the sign of �m) will be resonantly
amplified, a phenomenon resembling the famous MSW effect
in the neutrino oscillations. E.g. For positive �m, by tuning
the magnetic field as �B = �m one can achieve n − n′
oscillation with maximal mixing θ−

B = π/4 and thus with a
maximal amplitude sin 2θ−

B = 1.
4. The trap experiments are generically based on the fol-
lowing principle. After storing some initial number of the
UCN in the trap for different times t , one counts the amount
of survived neutrons, and in this way, the neutron disap-
pearance rate �st can be determined via exponential fit
Nsurv(t)/Nin = exp(−�stt). In real experimental conditions
there are some additional losses of the UCN, and their rates
should be accurately estimated and subtracted for finding the
true lifetime τ−1

n = �n = �st − �loss.
These losses are dominated by the UCN absorption or up-

scattering at the wall collisions, with a rate �wall = 〈μ f 〉
which is the mean value of the product of the UCN loss
probability per collision μ and the frequency of collisions f ,
averaged over the UCN velocity spectrum in the trap. It is
controlled by measuring �st for different collision frequen-
cies using traps of different sizes, and by varying the UCN
maximal velocities. Then one can determine τn = τtrap by
extrapolating the measured values �st to zero-collision limit.
In this way, one also finds the average loss factor μ for the
relevant velocities.

Let us discuss first the experiments with material traps
which can confine the UCN (of both polarizations) having
kinetic energies E smaller than the height of the confining
potential V . The latter depends on the wall coating material.
For different types of the low temperature Fomblin oil typ-
ically used in these experiments it is about V � 100 neV,
and the measured loss factor μ is typically few per mil-
lion. In particular, in Serebrov 2005 experiment [4,5] it was
estimated as μ ≈ 2.2 × 10−6 (see also Ref. [49] for more
details).

As the experiments with the material traps are done under
the typical magnetic field of the Earth, B � 5 × 10−5 T,
its effect is negligible (�B 	 |�m|) and n − n′ conversion

probability between wall collisions is essentially given by
Eq. (12), Pnn′ = 1

2 sin2 2θ0 � 2θ2
0 as far as θ0 	 1. Thus,

per each wall collision the neutron can escape the trap with
the probability 2θ2

0 . However, this should be included in the
measured loss factor μ, i.e. 2θ2

0 < μ ≈ 2.2 × 10−6, which
gives a conservative upper limit on nn′ mixing angle θ0 <

10−3 or so. However, this limit strictly applies when the mass
gap m2 −m1 ≈ �m between the eigenstates ψ1 and ψ2 (11)
is negative, or if it is positive but δm 	 V . In fact, the lighter
mass eigenstate ψ1 must have kinetic energy E > δm for
producing the heavier eigenstate ψ2 at the wall scattering.
Therefore, if δm > V , the trapped UCN can be only in the
lighter eigenstates ψ1, and so the larger values of θ0 can be
allowed. This could give some new insight for the anomalous
UCN losses in materials with higher potentials (e.g. V �
250 neV for beryllium) origin of which remains unclear in
the context of the neutron optics calculations [50,51]. E.g.
taking �m > 100 neV and θ0 ∼ 5 × 10−3, we would get
Pnn′ � 5 × 10−5, close to the measured loss factors for
beryllium and graphite for which theoretically predicted η’s
are about factor of 10 smaller [50]). The possible relation of
n − n′ oscillation with the anomalous UCN losses will be
discussed in more details elsewhere.

The situation is somewhat different for magnetic traps.
E.g. experiment [11] uses a trap constructed as a Halbach
array of permanent magnets with a surface field of about 1 T
(corresponding to �B = |μn B| � 60 neV) and additional
externally applied holding field B⊥ ∼ 10−2 T. Hence, the
magnetic traps can confine only the UCN having the kinetic
energy lower than 60 neV and (−)polarization, i.e.ψ−

1 eigen-
states with the spin directed against the magnetic field.

The lifetime is determined from the measured value �st

corrected by small �loss dominated by microphonic heating
(0.23 s). The UCN losses on walls is inferred to occur via
the neutron depolarization which is effectively controlled by
varying the holding field B⊥ and gives less than 0.01 s cor-
rection. Thus, in practice one assumes τn � �−1

st . However,
the possibility of the losses due to n − n′ conversion is not
taken into account, due to which per each wall collision the
UCN could escape with a probability P−

nn′ = 1
2 sin2 2θ−

B .
In particular, for �m positive but less than 60 neV or so,
this probability can be resonantly enhanced in the vicinity of
walls causing too big losses via n − n′ transition. Hence, the
case 0 < �m < 60 neV is disfavored. But for �m > 60 neV
the resonance cannot be reached, and in addition the conver-
sion into the heavier eigenstate is cinematically forbidden so
that the rate �nn′ of UCN losses due to n − n′ oscillation
become small again. For negative �m (i.e. mn′ < mn) the
non-zero magnetic field can only suppress n − n′ oscilla-
tion, P−

nn′ � 2θ2
0 /(1 + �B/�m)2 < 2θ2

0 . The role of n − n′
conversion in magnetic traps deserves more careful study. In
any case, for obtaining the neutron true lifetime, possible nn′
effects should be accounted, τ−1

n = �st −�nn′ . This can give
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Fig. 2 The same as Fig. 1 but with the results of material (magenta)
and magnetic (orange) traps averaged separately

a difference of few seconds between the true value of τn and
the value �−1

st measured in magnetic traps.
Interestingly, experiments with the material [3–9] and

magnetic [10,11] traps indeed yield somewhat different
results (see also Fig. 2):

τmat = (880.1 ± 0.7) s,

τmagn = (877.8 ± 0.7) s, (15)

It is perhaps premature to consider this discrepancy τmat −
τmagn = (2.3 ± 1.0) s (2.3σ ) as real. But in principle it can
naturally occur in the presence of n − n′ mixing. Let us also
remark that in this context the neutron true lifetime should be
the one measured in material traps, i.e. we must have τmat =
τSM, while the τmagn = �−1

st measured in magnetic traps may
only seem smaller because of unaccounted additional losses
due to n−n′ conversion. The comparison with τSM (6) cannot
distinguish between τmat and τmagn - the former is just in
between the two latter equally well matching both. Hopefully,
future higher precision experiments with the magnetic and
material traps can discriminate between τmat and τmagn and
determine which one is compatible with τSM.
5. As discussed in the introduction, the neutron lifetime
τn = τtrap measured in the trap experiments (1) perfectly
agrees with the Standard Model prediction τSM

β (6). This
disfavors the neutron dark decay [14–16] as a solution of the
neutron lifetime problem. The question remains: why then
its measurements in beam experiments [12,13] gives τbeam

(2) of about one percent larger than τSM
β = τtrap? There are

two possibilities: either counting of protons produced in the
trap is influenced by yet unknown systematics, or in large
magnetic fields (B = 5 T and 4.6 T respectively in beam
experiments [12,13]) n − n′ conversion becomes effective
transforming a fraction of neutrons into M neutrons which
decay via dark channel, n′ → p′e′ν̄′

e, and exactly this frac-
tion is missing the detection.

Fig. 3 Upper panel: the cold neutron beam passes through the proton
trap with a magnetic field Btr = 4.6 T induced by a solenoid (grey
box) and then hits the neutron detector. The blue dashed and red dotted
curves show respectively the evolution of P−

nn′ (z) and P+
nn′ (z), for a

vacuum mixing angle chosen as θ0 = 0.01. Lower panel: solid curves
show profile of the axial magnetic field B(z) induced by a solenoid of
the inferred size: length 80 cm and radius 5, 10, 15 cm (from down
to up). Dashed curves show the corresponding values of B(z)R(z) =
B2

(
dB(z)/dz

)−1

Let us discuss the beam experiment described in Ref. [13]
also taking into account the effect of n − n′ oscillation. Its
principal scheme is shown in Fig. 3. The narrow beam of cold
neutrons passes through the proton trap. At any moment the
number of neutrons in the trap is N = L

∫
A da

∫
dv I (v)/v

where A is the beam cross-sectional area, L is the effective
length of the trap, and I (v) is the velocity dependent fluence
rate. Given the average probability P tr

nn′ of n− n′ conversion
in the trap, only a fraction P tr

nn = 1 − P tr
nn′ of them will

survive as neutrons.
Then, taking the neutron lifetime as β-decay time, τβ =

τSM, the count rate of protons produced by β-decay n →
peν̄e in the trap should be

Ṅp = P tr
nn

epL

τSM

∫
A
da

∫
dv

I (v)

v
, (16)

ep being the counting efficiency. After passing the proton
trap, beam hits the neutron counter, which is 6LiF foil, and
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the reaction products of neutron absorption by 6Li, alphas
and tritons, are detected with a net count rate

Ṅα = Pdet
nn eαv̄

∫
A
da

∫
dv

I (v)

v
, (17)

where eα is the counting efficiency normalized to the neutrons
with a maximal velocity v̄ = 2.2 km/s, and Pdet

nn = 1−Pdet
nn′ is

the neutron survival probability at the position of the neutron
detector. Hence, by taking the ratio of (16) and (17), in reality
one measures not the neutron lifetime but the value

τbeam =
(
epL

eαv̄

) (
Ṅα

Ṅp

)
= Pdet

nn

P tr
nn

τSM . (18)

Thus, a per cent discrepancy between the measured value
τbeam (2) and true lifetime τn = τSM (6) can be explained
provided that P tr

nn/P
det
nn � 0.99, or P tr

nn′ − Pdet
nn′ � 10−2.

For determining the conversion probabilities P tr
nn′ and

Pdet
nn′ , one has to consider the propagation in a variable mag-

netic field. The field profile induced by a prototype continu-
ous solenoid is shown in Fig. 3. (Unfortunately, the detailed
descriptions of the magnetic fields used in beam experiments
[12,13] are not available, but the profiles shown in Fig. 3 are
vaguely similar to that of Fig. 13 in Ref. [13].) The field in
the central part of trap is Btr = 4.6 T, and it quickly falls out-
side the solenoid. Neutrons are born in small magnetic field
and oscillate initially with P in

nn′ � 2θ2
0 	 1. Then they enter

the trap where the field is large and nn′ mixing angles for ±
polarizations become (14). If evolution of the wavefunction is
adiabatic, the mass eigenstates ψ±

1 and ψ±
2 (11) would evolve

correspondingly into the “magnetic” eigenstates ψ±
1B and

ψ±
2B (13) which are detectable asn respectively with the prob-

abilities (c±
B )2 and (s±

B )2. Thus, the neutron survival prob-
abilities at the coordinate z is determined by the magnetic
field value B(z) at this place, P±

nn(z) = c2
0(c

±
B )2 + s2

0 (s±
B )2.

Correspondingly, n − n′ conversion probabilities are

P±
nn′(z) = 1

2
− 1

2
cos 2θ0 cos 2θ±

B (z) (19)

where

cos 2θ±
B = cos 2θ0(1 ± �B

�m

)
√

cos2 2θ0(1 ± �B
�m

)2 + sin2 2θ0

. (20)

Figure 3 shows the case of adiabatic evolution of the proba-
bilities P±

nn′(z) for e.g. vacuum mixing angle θ0 = 10−3 and
(positive) mass splitting �m = 280 neV. The resonance is
not crossed, but the value �B = |μn B| in the centre of the
trap approaches �m with a per cent precision, and n − n′
conversion probability for − polarization state is amplified
by a factor 104, P−

nn′(z = 0) ≈ 1
2 (1 − cos 2θ−

B ) ≈ 0.02.
Since the neutrons are unpolarized, the average probability
between two spin states is Pnn′ = 1

2 (P+
nn′ + P−

nn′) ≈ 0.01.
At the neutron detector, the magnetic field becomes again
small and so Pdet

nn′ ≈ 2θ2
0 ≈ 2 × 10−6. Thus, the neutron

Fig. 4 The parameter range for �m > �tr
B = 277 neV and respective

mixing angle θ0 for which the adiabatic conversion can be realized with
P tr
nn′ = (1.0 ± 0.2)%

survival probability in the proton trap P tr
nn ≈ 0.99 is smaller

than that at detector, Pdet
nn = 1 − O(10−6). In other words,

some part of the neutrons disappear in the trap but then come
back again for being counted in detector. Equation (18) gives
τbeam/τSM ≈ 1 + P tr

nn′ ≈ 1.01. Needless to say, if instead
mass-splitting is negative, �m = −280 neV, the resonant
amplification would occur for + polarized neutrons but the
average probability would remain the same. Therefore, the
sign of �m is irrelevant.

For |�m| values larger than �tr
B = |μn Btr| � 277 neV

the value θ0 can be considerable larger than 10−3 (as we
discussed above, for �m > V n − n′ oscillations are cine-
matically suppressed and will not cause additional neutron
losses in the UCN traps). The resonance is not crossed, the
evolution is adiabatic for typical velocity spectrum of cold
neutrons in the beam that extends from about 100 to 2200 m/s,
the smooth conversion scenario depicted in Fig. 3 can be real-
ized for different values of �m and θ0 ≈ ε/�m. In Fig. 4
we show �m – θ0 parameter area in which the discrepancy
(9±2) s between τbeam and τSM can be obtained. For positive
�m all red shaded area is allowed. For negative �m its main
part is excluded by the UCN loss limits in material traps and
only a tiny area where θ0 ≤ 10−3 remains allowed.

The situation is interesting also when |�m| < |μn Btr| ≈
277 neV and the neutron crosses the resonance before
entering the proton trap, at some position zres at which
Bres = B(zres) = |�m/μn| < Btr . Equation (20) tells that
cos 2θ−

B vanishes when B = Bres and it becomes negative
at B > Bres approaching cos 2θ−

B ≈ −1 at z = 0 for the
neutrons of (−) polarization (for �m > 0). If the evolution
would remain adiabatic, the Eq. (19) with cos 2θ−

B = −1
would lead to almost full conversion and almost all neu-
trons of one polarisation would disappear in the trap. How-
ever, the evolution of ψ−

1 and ψ−
2 is no more adiabatic and

one has to take into account the Landau-Zener probability
that at the resonance crossing the state ψ−

1 can jump into
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ψ−
2B . The goodness of adiabatticity depends on parameter

ξ = �m sin2 2θ0v
−1R(zres), where v is the neutron velocity.

The function R(z) = (
d ln B/dz)−1 describes the resonance

length scale, and it is typically ∼ 10 cm for Bres ∼ 1 T. Then
at coordinates z inside the trap we have

P−
nn′(z) = 1

2
−

(
1

2
− e−πξ/2

)
cos 2θ0 cos 2θ−

B (z) . (21)

The adiabatic limit (19) corresponds to ξ  1. However, in
our case ξ < 1. Namely, for given Bres = |�m/μn| and
θ0 	 1, we get

ξ ≈ 4θ2
0 μn

v
BresRres

� 2 × 10−3
(

2 km/s

v

) (
θ0

10−3

)2 (
BresRres

1 T cm

)
. (22)

so that exp(−πξ/2) ≈ 1− π
2 ξ and P−

nn′(z = 0) ≈ π
2 ξ . As for

ψ+
1 and ψ+

2 states, they still evolve adiabatically respectively
into ψ+

1B and ψ+
2B , with cos 2θ+

B ≈ 1, and thus P+
nn′(z) ≤

2θ2
0 ∼ 10−6 at any position. Thus, the conversion probability

averaged between two polarizations is P tr
nn′ ≈ 1

2 P
−
nn′(z =

0) � πξ/4.
Figure 3 shows that for the inferred solenoid sizes there is

a vast parameter area for �m = |μn Bres| in between 60 and
277 neV or so when BresRres ≥ 10 T cm and thus for the cold
neutrons with v � 2 km/s we can have P tr

nn′ ∼ 10−2 for θ0 ≥
10−3. For the lower velocities ∼ 100 m/s the adiabaticity is
improved and the conversion probability will be considerably
larger.

However, in difference from the adiabatic picture, such
non-adiabatic scenario with the resonance crossing does not
automatically imply that n converted into n′ in the trap will
automatically come back to n in the neutron detector. This
could happen for the lower part of the velocity spectrum,
v ∼ 100 m/s or so, where transition can become adiabatic.
For fast neutrons the effect can be right the opposite, and in
fact the neutron flux can be depleted again when they cross
the resonance second time at the exit from the trap. In sum-
mary, few per cent of the neutrons can disappear in the trap,
P tr
nn < 1, which leads to a suppression of the counting rate

of beta decays, but generically one expects that flux counted
by detector will be reduced, Pdet

nn < 1 too. The question
whether non-adiabatic n − n′ conversion can have a relation
to the neutron lifetime puzzle deserves special analysis with
precise information regarding the magnetic field profile and
the neutron velocity spectrum.

In any case, if non-adiabatic n−n′ conversion indeed takes
place in the existing experiments, in the future experiments it
can be rendered more adiabatic. The resonance length scale
Rres can be increased by a factor 10–100 constructing mag-
netic fields with smooth profile. Then spectacular effect can
be expected: in the proton trap almost all neutrons of one

polarization will be lost while the neutrons of other polariza-
tion will survive. So only a half of the initial neutrons will
produce protons and the measured τbeam can appear twice as
big as τSM.
6. Our scenario suggests interesting connection between the
neutron lifetime and dark matter puzzles. Mirror atoms, invis-
ible in terms of ordinary photons but gravitationally coupled
to our matter, can constitute a reasonable fraction of cos-
mological dark matter or even its entire amount. M baryons
represent a sort of asymmetric dark matter, and its dissipative
character can have specific implications for the cosmologi-
cal evolution, formation and structure of galaxies and stars,
etc. [52–55] and for dark matter direct detection [56,57].
Interestingly, the same B−L (and CP) violating interactions
between O and M particles that induce ν − ν′ or n − n′ mix-
ings, can induce baryon asymmetries in both O and M worlds
in the early universe [58–61]. There can exist some common
interactions between two sectors, e.g. with the gauge bosons
of the flavor symmetry which can induce oscillation effects
between O and M neutral Kaons, etc. which picture also
suggests interesting realizations of minimal flavor violation
[62–64]. As for n − n′ mixing itself, it can have intriguing
effects on ultra-high energy cosmic rays propagating at cos-
mological distances [65,66]. Its implications for the neutron
stars which can be slowly transformed in mixed O–M neutron
stars, with a maximal mass and radii by a factor of

√
2 lower

than that of ordinary ones, were briefly discussed [14,15] and
will be published elsewhere [67].

We considered the effects of n − n′ mass mixing ε given
in (8), induced by effective �B = 1 interactions between
O and M quarks in the context of some new physics, as e.g.
seesaw-like mechanism of Refs. [24,25]. Generically this
underlying physics should violate also CP-invariance, and
in principle it can induce interactions with the electromag-
netic field [68,69], μnn′Fμνnσμνn′ and dnn′Fμνnσμνγ 5n′
(and equivalent terms with Fνν → F ′

νν), where μnn′ and
dnn′ respectively are the transitional magnetic moment and
electric dipole moment between n and n′. Both of these
transitional moments can have interesting effects [70]. CP-
violating effects related to dnn′ should be of special interest
since in the beam experiments the large electric fields are
also used.

To summarize, we discussed a scenario based on n − n′
conversion which can be effective in large magnetic fields,
and this can resolve the neutron lifetime puzzle explaining
why the beam and trap experiments get different results. In
addition, it suggests that the lifetimes measured in material
and magnetic traps can be somewhat different, and it can
also shed some light on the origin of the UCN anomalous
losses in material traps. Effects for the neutron propagation
in matter depend on the sign of �m and deserve careful
study. If our proposal is correct, then one could construct
effective machines that transform the neutrons in dark matter,
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by finding the resonance value Bres and increasing Rres thus
rendering n − n′ conversion more adiabatic. This possibility
can be tested experimentally by varying the magnetic field
profiles. In particular, such tests can be done in planned 30 m
baseline experiment searching for n → n′ transition and
n → n′ → n regeneration [71,72] at the HFIR reactor of the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
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